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Abstract 
Fixed income markets are vast markets, involving a large number of actors including financial 
institutions, state actors, asset managers and corporations. An import part of these markets are 
contracts written on the xIBOR rates. This report is concerned with the trying to provide prices 
for options written on these rates, in particular for swaptions that are not at-the-money (atm) 
utilizing prices in the cap market. 

Different methods have been suggested in the literature for solving this problem. In particular 
we study the method suggested by Hagan et al where one calibrates a SABR model to the 
caplet surface with the same expiry as the swaption. One then assumes that the swaption 
contract with the same expiry follows the same SABR dynamics as the caplet, but with a 
recalibrated initial volatility to fit the atm point. We also study the approach suggested by 
Rebonato and Jäckel. They derive a model for swaption prices based on the individual 
volatilities of the forward rates that the underlying interest rate swap consists of, as well as the 
correlation between the forward rates.  

Both of these approaches are studied empirically for the STIBOR market. The data set span 
between 2016 and 2021 and consists of the yield curve, flat cap volatilities and swaption 
volatilities. We use the 1Y1Y and 5Y5Y swaption surfaces, where the prices are not only quoted 
atm, to verify our model. We conclude that despite the SABR model being able to fit the caplet 
prices well, the method suggested by Hagan does not capture the swaption smile. The 
Rebonato and Jäckel approach also falls short of capturing the smile and produces similar 
results as the Hagan et al method. This is suggested to be due to the Hagan method capturing 
the caplet smile well, and the constant correlation assumption made in this thesis. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Räntemarknaden är en viktig men för många okänd marknad. Till skillnad fr̊an aktiemarknaden
handlar man med instrument som ger innehavaren rätten (eller skyldigheten) till kassaflöden som
är specificerade i kontraktet. Det kan exempelvis röra sig om obligationer där man som utställare
betalar ränta för att f̊a l̊ana pengar över n̊agon tidsperiod. Det är d̊a viktigt att veta vilken ränta
som man bör betala eller f̊a för att l̊ana pengar. I SEK-marknaden sätts en typ av referens-ränta
genom att en panel av de svenska bankerna klockan 11 varje skickar in den ränta de är beredda
att l̊ana ut pengar till de andra bankerna till. Denna ränta kallas STIBOR-ränta. Denna ränta
finns med olika tidsperioder för l̊anet, exempelvis kan det gälla 1, 3 eller 6 månaders-räntan.

Eftersom denna ränta kan ändras fr̊an en dag till en annan, s̊a finns det ett intresse för exempelvis
ett byggbolag som behöver l̊ana pengar för att bygga bostäder att l̊ana till en fast ränta. Detta
d̊a deras uppgift inte är att spekulera i räntor.

Detta behov kan tillgodoses genom att man ing̊ar olika typer av kontrakt som har STIBOR-
räntan som underliggande tillg̊ang. Ett exempel p̊a ett s̊adant kontrakt är ett FRA-kontrakt
(forward rate agreement), som l̊ater ägaren l̊ana i framtiden till en ränta som bestäms idag.
Detta kan ocks̊a kallas ett kontrakt p̊a en framåtränta. FRA-kontraktet betalar ut skillnaden
mellan den STIBOR-ränta som bankpanelen kommer fram till p̊a den dag som l̊antagen vill
börja l̊ana, och den ränta som st̊ar i kontraktet. P̊a detta sätt skyddas den som betalar den
fasta räntan fr̊an en ränteuppg̊ang. En ränteswap är ett liknande instrument där den ena parten
betalar en fast ränta efter n̊agot schema som parterna kommit överens om i kontraktet och den
andra parten betalar STIBOR-räntor som bestäms p̊a de dagar som kontraktet är skrivet p̊a.
Det finns ränteswappar med olika löptid, t ex 1 år eller 5 år.

De tv̊a kontrakten som nämndes ovan är exempel p̊a linjära kontrakt där b̊ada parter har n̊agon
typ av skyldighet, antingen att betala en fast ränta eller en ränta efter vad som händer med
STIBOR-räntan. Det finns ocks̊a optioner p̊a dessa kontrakt. I denna rapport är vi intresserade
av optioner p̊a en serie av framåträntor, ett s̊a kallat cap-kontrakt och optionen att ing̊a en
ränteswap, en s̊a kallad swaption. En option ger innehavaren möjligheten, men inte skyldigheten
att genomföra n̊agon typ av transaktion. Därför måste man köpa ett s̊adant kontrakt. I cap fallet
betalar kontraktet ut om STIBOR-räntan när kontraktet g̊ar ut överstiger n̊agon överenskommen
ränta, för varje STIBOR-ränta som kontraktet är skrivet p̊a. Denna överenskomna ränta kallas
för strike. En viktig skillnad mot ett FRA-kontrakt är att om räntan skulle vara lägre än det
förutbestämda värdet behöver ägaren inte betala n̊agot extra. Ett naturligt sätt att behandla
cap-kontrakt p̊a är att beskriva dem som en summa av optioner p̊a STIBOR-räntor, istället för
som en enda option. En option p̊a en enda STIBOR-ränta kallas för en caplet. En köp-swaption
betalar ut om swap-räntan är högre när kontrakten g̊ar ut än n̊agon p̊a förhand överenskommen
ränta.

Värderingen av optionskontrakt kan (om man gör vissa antaganden) visas bero p̊a volatiliteten
i den underliggande tillg̊angen. För ränteoptioner blir matematiken n̊agot mer komplicerad,
men slutsatsen blir densamma och leder fram till ekvationer som beskriver hur dessa tillg̊angar
ska prissättas. Ett problem är dock att volatiliteten är okänd, vilket gör att en variabel för
prissättning saknas. I praktiken kan detta hanteras genom att man observerar marknadspriser
för optioner och räknar ut vilken volatiliteten som skulle gett det priset. D̊a volatiliteten och
priset har en ett-till-ett relation kan man istället för pris prata om kontraktets implicita volatilitet,
och menar d̊a allts̊a den volatilitet som ger det pris som optionen har.

Givet en marknad där man kan observera priser för cap-kontrakt med olika strikes och löptider,
s̊a kan man om man gör vissa antaganden beräkna den implicita volatiliteten hos caplets med
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olika förfallodatum. Gör man detta kan man hitta en yta med olika implicita volatiliteter som
beror p̊a strike och förfallodatum. I den klassiska teorin beror volatiliteten inte p̊a strike, och
man f̊ar en konstant implicit volatilitet för varje strike när förfallodatumet för kontrakten är
samma. För att kunna modellera den implicita volatilitetens beroende av striken i kontraktet
behöver man en mer komplicerad modell. Ett s̊adan exempel är SABR-modellen, som är ett
exempel p̊a en s̊a kallad stokastisk volatilitetsmodell. En s̊adan modell till̊ater att volatiliteten
inte är konstant, utan kan ändras under kontraktets livstid.

D̊a swaptioner är optioner p̊a ränteswappar inneh̊aller de ocks̊a förutom förfallodatum och strike,
ocks̊a hur l̊ang den underliggande ränteswappen är. Detta gör att vi istället för en yta f̊ar en
volatilitetskub. Swaptionspriser finns generellt bara att observera för swaptioner med strike som
är lika med framåtswappens ränta. Vill man prissätta en swaption med n̊agon annan strike,
måste man använda sig av en modell.

Fr̊ageställningen som vi försökte besvara i den här rapporten är hur man kan göra detta,
nämligen bygga hela ytan för en swaption med ett visst förfallodatum skriven p̊a en underliggande
ränteswap. Det finns n̊agra modeller föreslagna i litteraturen, och vi studerar särskilt tv̊a. Den
ena bygger p̊a idén att man kan använda en SABR-modell med samma parametervärden som den
för den caplet som har samma förfallodatum. Sedan omkalibreras en av parametrarna s̊a att man
exakt trä↵ar det swaptions-pris som observeras i marknaden. En annan modell använder istället
en omformulering av in ränteswap som en vägd summa av framåträntor och formulerar p̊a det
sättet en modell som ger ett pris som beror p̊a framåträntornas volatilitet och deras korrelation.

Vi studerade dessa tv̊a modeller empiriskt p̊a data fr̊an STIBOR-marknaden mellan år 2016 och
2021. För vissa swaptioner finns flera strikes observerbara i marknaden, och dessa kan därför
ändvändas till att verifiera modellen. Det är s̊avitt författaren av denna rapport känner till första
g̊angen som dessa modeller testas empiriskt.

Slutsatsen blev att trots att SABR-modellen kan anpassas väl efter caplet-ytan, s̊a kan modellen
med parametervärden anpassade till caplet-kontraktet med samma förfallodatum som swaptionen
inte beskriva swaptionsleendet för de swaptioner där leendet finns att observera. Samma sak
gäller ocks̊a den andra modellen. Intressant nog bygger b̊ada modellerna liknande leende, vilket
antagligen beror p̊a att caplet-ytan trä↵as väl av SABR-modellen, samt att vi i den här rapporten
antar korrelation är samma mellan alla olika framåträntor.
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1 Introduction

Fixed income markets involve a large number of players including financial institutions, state
actors, asset managers and corporations. The end users of these markets strive for example
to find yield for their money or to fund their projects as cheaply as possible. Fixed income
derivatives are derivatives with fixed income instruments as their underlying. This could for
example be a xIBOR rate or the credit risk of a company.

Two important fixed income instruments are the interest rate swap (IRS) and the forward rate
agreement (FRA). They are contracts on the xIBOR rate that are used to lock in funding at a
certain rate, or to guarantee a certain yield. The options on these contracts are called swaptions
and caps respectively.

In this report we are interested in pricing these two interest rate option contracts and relating
their prices to each other. In order to explain this in more detail, some more background is
needed.

2 Background

The theoretical part in following background, until the SABR model is discussed, draws heavily
from Björk [1]. For a more detailed discussion, the reader is encouraged to read his book more
closely. The practical aspects regarding how these contracts trade in reality, are primarily taken
from Linderström [2].

2.1 Day count conventions and rolling out the schedule

For interest rate bearing instruments, the period over which we accrue interest is naturally
important, since it determines how much one gets paid. In general the specific way a schedule is
rolled out and how the interest rate is accrued is included in the legal contract that both parts
agree to when they enter a transaction. For vanilla instruments, meaning standard instruments,
there are some standard conventions for creating these schedules and rules for calculating accrued
interest. In this report we are only interested in vanilla interest rate derivatives in the STIBOR
market. The convention in the STIBOR market is that there are two business days until
settlement and that the schedule is rolled out using the modified following convention. This
convention means that if we land on a non-business day, we move forward until we find a business
day. However, if we roll into another month, we instead of rolling forward we roll back until we
find a business day. We also roll the schedules backward, meaning that if the schedule is not
evenly divided by the frequency, a short period is placed as the either the first period in the
schedule, or the last period. In this report we consider contracts written on the 3M STIBOR
rate, but there also exists contracts written on the 6M or 1M STIBOR rate. When the contract
is written on the 3M STIBOR the frequency of the payments are 3M for the floating leg and
annually for the fixed leg. The interest accrues according to Thirty360 on the fixed leg and
Actual/360 on the floating leg. These conventions mean that for the floating leg, if the fixed rate
is set to L and we start accruing interest at time t and the contract finishes on t = T , we pay
interest according to

Interest = L
Actual(T, t)

360
, (1)
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where Actual is a function that returns the actual number of day between t and T . For the fixed
leg that interest is calculated as

Interest = L
360(YT � Yt) + 30(MT �Mt) + (DT �Dt)

360
(2)

where YT , MT , DT denotes the year, month and day at time T , and the same notation is used
for the subscript t. In the rest of the report we will use the notation T � t to denote the
day count. The convention is to be inferred by the context that this expression appears in.
In the report we also have to define a day count convention for the volatility. We define this
according to Actual/365. Finally one would need a Swedish calendar in order to keep track of
business/non-business days.

2.2 xIBOR rates

In the introduction it was mentioned that IRS and FRA are contracts on the xIBOR rates.
That means that analyzing those contracts involves modelling those rates. xIBOR rates are
rates that are set at the xIBOR fixings. IBOR is an abbreviation of InterBank O↵ered Rate
and is supposed to reflect the rate at which banks are willing to lend to each other. The x

in represents which panel of banks are doing the lending. The interest rate that all swaps in
Swedish krona are done against is called the Stockholm IBOR or STIBOR for short. This rate
is set as an arithmetic average of the interest rate o↵ered by the following banks: SEB, Nordea,
Svenska Handelsbanken, Swedbank, Länsförsäkringar Bank, SBAB and Danske Bank. In the
EUR market, the corresponding rate is called the EURIBOR.

We denote the xIBOR starting at t and maturing at T by L(t, T ). The interest is paid according
to the money market convention, meaning that if we enter into a loan with notional N at time
t, we have to pay interest as N · L(t, T ) · (T � t) at time T . It is convenient to introduce the
notation T � t = �, where � is called the coverage. The interest accrual on a loan with notional
N , starting at t = S and with coverage � in the xIBOR market can then be written as:

Interest = N · L(S, S + �) · �. (3)

2.3 Definitions of interest rates and zero coupon bonds

In order to talk more rigorously in the following sections, let us define some important concepts.
A zero coupon bond with starting time t, whose price we denote P (t, T ), is defined to be a
contract which pays of exactly 1 unit at time T , where t  T . We also define P (T, T ) = 1, and
assume that bond prices exist for all T � 0. This contract is also called a T-bond. We now define
two interest rates, the simple interest rate and the continuously compounded interest rate. The
simple interest rate is defined to be an interest rate corresponding to the xIBOR rate, that is, the
price we pay to borrow 1 unit from time t to time T . That is, we borrow 1 unit at S and pay back
1+ Interest at T . The following replication argument provides a definition for the xIBOR rates
in terms of the zero coupon bonds defined above. Using the definition of the zero coupon bonds,
it is clear that we at t can buy the 1 unit of the S-bond and sell x units of the T-bond , where
t  S  T . In order for the cash flows to cancel out at t, we have to sell x = P (t, S)/P (t, T )
units of the T-bond. (Clearly x · P (t, T ) = P (t, S)/P (t, T ) · P (t, T ) = P (t, S).) At time S we
know receive 1 unit and finally at time T we have to pay out P (t, S)/P (t, T ). Thus, we have to
define the xIBOR rate L(S, T )

1 + (S � T ) · L(S, T ) = P (t, S)

P (t, T )
(4)
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otherwise there is an arbitrage in the market. Now, to be more explicit we define the forward
xIBOR rate, L = L(t;S, T ), with start S and maturity T contracted at t to be

L = L(t;S, T ) =
1

T � S

✓
P (t, S)

P (t, T )
� 1

◆
. (5)

Now if t = S, we call it the spot xIBOR rate, L = L(S, T ) and define it as

L = L(S, T ) =
1

T � S

✓
1

P (S, T )
� 1

◆
. (6)

Finally, in order to simplify theoretical calculations and define the yield curve, we define the
forward continuously compounded interest rate, R = R(t;S, T ), starting at S with maturity T

as

e
R·(T�S) =

P (t, S)

P (t, T )
(7)

and the spot continuously compounded rate R = R(S, T ) as

e
R·(T�S) =

1

P (S, T )
. (8)

Finally, we define the instantaneous forward rate to be

f(t, T ) = �@logP (t, T )

@T
, (9)

and the short rate to be
r(t) = f(t, t). (10)

The short rate will be a useful theoretical construct when we discuss the pricing equations for
caps and swaptions in a later section.

2.4 Forward rate agreements

Having already defined the (forward) xIBOR rate, we can simply say that an FRA with notional
N , contracted at t, and accruing interest rate from S to S+ �, with fixed rate K = L(t;S, S+ �),
has a payo↵ to the owner at S as

VS(FRA(N, t, S, T,K)) =
N�

(1 + �)L(S, S + �)
(L(S, S + �)�K), (11)

meaning that it pays o↵ the di↵erent in interest that would accrue on a notional N with interest
K compared to the fixing interest L(S, T ). The contract is designed to pays o↵ at time S and
discount according to the fixing rate L(S, T ). As previously mentioned, for the STIBOR FRA,
the coverage � is defined to be ACT/360 and written on the 3M STIBOR rate.

2.5 Interest rate swaps

An interest rate swap is a contract between two parties in which one party (The Payer) agrees
to pay a fixed interest rate according to some schedule, while receiving floating interest rates
according to the xIBOR fixings. The counter party (The Receiver) receives a fixed interest rate
while paying floating. If the bank is The Payer, it says that it owns a Payer swap. Naturally,
the counter party of this contract thinks of the swap as a Receiver swap.
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A vanilla interest rate swap is written on the standard xIBOR fixing in a specific currency (in
SEK it as a previously mentioned written on the STIBOR). An IRS contract should also have
information about start date (possibly forward starting) and maturity, day count conventions
and rolling conventions. They should also include information about the frequency of the floating
and fixed legs of the contract.

What should the fixed rate R be in such a contract for it to be a fair contract, meaning that the
net present value is 0? This fixed rate is also called the par swap rate. We want the contract to
have a present value of 0. Therefore the value of the liability has to equal the value of the asset.
Analyzing from the perspective of the Payer, at time t we have a liability of

Liability =
NX

i=1

P (t, Ti) ·R(t;T1, TN ) · �fixedi (12)

and an asset of

Asset =
MX

j=1

P (t, Tj) · L(t;Tj�1, Tj) · �floatingj . (13)

Equating Equation 12 and Equation 13 we arrive at

R(t;T1, TN ) =

PM
j=1 P (t, Tj) · L(t;Tj�1, Tj) · �floatingjPN

i=1 P (t, Ti) · �fixedi

=
MX

j=1

wjL(t;Tj�1, Tj), (14)

where

wj =
P (t, Tj) · �floatingjPN
i=1 P (t, Ti) · �fixedi

. (15)

A useful construct in the theory of IRS is the annuity factor [2]. We define the annuity factor to
be

A(t;T1, TN ) =
NX

i=1

P (t, Ti) · �fixedi . (16)

This is convenient, because the value of a (forward starting) Payer IRS with a fixed rate K can
be written as

Vt(Payer swap) = A(t;T1, TN ) · (R(t;T1, TN )�K) (17)

and in fact Equation 14 can by using algebraic manipulations be simplified to

R(t;T1, TN ) =
P (t, T1)� P (t, TN )
PN

i=1 P (t, Ti) · �fixedi

=
P (t, T1)� P (t, TN )

A(t;T1, TN )
(18)

Note that this simple expression is a function of the discounting and forward rates being related
by Equation 4. That is, we are using the same curve for discounting and calculating the interest
rate. This is what is done in this report. However, the more precise way would be to do the
discounting on the OIS (Overnight Indexed Swap) curve. The OIS curve comes from the rate
one can get by daily compounding of the overnight rate. The main reason this curve is not
necessarily the same as the yield curve is due to credit risk. For a more detailed discussion see
for example Ametrano and Bianchetti [3].
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2.6 Yield curve construction

We have this far talked about FRA, IRS and zero coupon bonds. The zero coupon bonds gives
us a way of discounting any future cash flows, and as we have seen is related to the pricing of
FRA and IRS. In the previous section we have seen how to price the di↵erent derivatives using
the zero coupon bonds. However, in practice, it is the prices of the interest rate derivatives that
give raise to the zero coupon bond curve, not the other way around. The zero coupon bonds can
not be traded, their prices can only be inferred from the the marketplace given prices of IRS and
FRA. The way this curve is constructed in practice is called bootstrapping. The bootstrapping
is usually done in terms of continuously compounded rates, which are defined in subsection 2.3
In bootstrapping we input a number of market quotes that we want to match, as well as a an
interpolation rule and a number of knot points. Using least squares optimization the value of
the zero coupon bond takes values at the knot points to minimize the squared loss between the
market prices and the prices calculated from the curve. In this report we are using a swap yield
curve constructed from the banks internal risk system.

2.7 Option pricing

So far we have studied derivative contracts that gives the owner of the contract both rights
and obligations. An option contract is di↵erent in that after paying a premium (or more likely
today, agreeing to pay a forward premium), the owner of the contract has some right but not any
obligation to do some transaction at a later time. A simple example is a European call option
on a stock with price St with maturity at time T with strike K. This contract gives the owner
the option to buy the stock for K at time t = T . If the stock price is above K, that is ST � K

the contract owner will use this right, and we say that the owner exercises the option. If instead
the St  K, the owner would not want to exercise the option and instead the contract expires
worthless. The payo↵ of such a contract can be written as

VT = max(ST �K, 0). (19)

There is a rich theory for pricing such options based on the framework of risk neutral pricing.
The mathematical foundations of this theory is martingale theory, but we will not reiterate all
of that theory. Instead we will simply state some theorems without proof and use them for our
purposes. The interested reader is again directed to read the book by Björk.

If we assume absence of arbitrage and that the market is complete, the pricing of a contingent
claim X , for example max(ST �K, 0), is given by

Vt = E
Q
h
e
�

R T
t r(s)dsX|Ft

i
, (20)

where Q is the unique equivalent martingale measure. This is a generalization of the Feynman-
Kac representation theorem under non-deterministic interest rates. Since we are interested in
pricing bond options, the following result is convenient. Given a contingent claim X , in a
arbitrage free and complete market, we have that

Vt = P (t, T )EQT

[X|Ft] (21)

where Q
T denotes the T-forward measure. The T-forward measure is the equivalent martingale

measure using the T-bond, P (t, T ), as the numeraire.
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2.8 Caplets

A caplet is a call option on the interest rate in a future xIBOR fixing, where the payo↵ is decided
at Ti but not paid out until Ti+1. Working in a single curve framework, the payo↵ of a caplet
contract with strike K written on the xIBOR rate L(Ti, Ti+1), with unit notional can be valued
as

VTi(caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K)) = P (Ti, Ti+1)� ·max((L(Ti, Ti+1)�K) , 0), (22)

where we let Ti+1 � Ti = �. Now, at some earlier time t  Ti+1, we can utilize the risk neutral
pricing framework. By Equation 20 we have that

Vt (caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K)) = E
Q
t

h
e
�

R Ti+1
t r(s)ds

� ·max((L(Ti, Ti+1)�K) , 0)|Ft

i
, (23)

which using Equation 21 yields

Vt (caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K)) = P (t, Ti+1)� · EQTi+1

t [max((L(Ti, Ti+1)�K) , 0)|Ft] (24)

In order to calculate this expectation, we can define a model for the dynamics of xIBOR rate
L(t;Ti, Ti+1) under the Ti+1-forward bond measure, where this measure uses the P (t, Ti+1) as
numeraire. The classical approach is to assume a lognormal model, but due to the advent of
negative interest rates, we choose to use a normal model. This model is also known as the
Bachelier model. We first note that L(t;Ti, Ti+1) is a martingale under the Ti+1-forward bond
measure, since from the definitions in subsection 2.3 we have

L(t;T, T + �) =
1

�

✓
P (t, T )

P (t, T + �)
� 1

◆
, (25)

and now P (t,Ti)
P (t,Ti+1)

is a martingale under the Ti+1-forward bond measure, since P (t, Ti) is a traded

asset and P (t, Ti+1) is the numeraire of the Ti+1-forward bond measure.

Denote Li(u) to be the dynamics of L(t;Ti, Ti+1) under Ti+1-forward bond measure, and our
model is

dLi(u) = �(u)dW i
, (26)

on u 2 [t, Ti], where dW
i are the increments of a standard Wiener process. This linear SDE has

the solution

Li(Ti)� Li(t) =

Z Ti

t
�(u)dW i(u) (27)

and by Lemma 4.15 in Björk we have that

Li(Ti) ⇠ N
 
Li(t),

Z Ti

t
�
2(u)du

!
= N

�
Li(t),⌃

2
i (t, Ti)

�
, (28)

where we call ⌃i(t, Ti) the integrated caplet volatility. Plugging this into Equation 24, using the
martingale properties and computing the integral, we get

Vt(caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K)) = P (t, Ti+1) · � [(Li(t)�K)�(d1) + ⌃i(t, Ti) · �(d1)] (29)

where d1 = Li(t)�K
⌃i(t,Ti)

.
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2.9 Normal LIBOR market model

The pricing model in the previous section is a version of the LIBOR market model with normal
volatilities. In this model every xIBOR rate is modeled according to its own Ti-forward bond
measure. The reason this modeled was originally developed was that the Black-76/Bachelier
formula was used for quoting cap prices, and one needed a theoretically sound model that would
give rise to that formula. In the rest of this report, whenever we say that a caplet price is quoted
in the Bachelier model, we mean that the option has a price of

Vt(caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K)) = P (t, Ti+1) · �
h
(L(t;Ti, Ti+1)�K)�(d1) + �

p
Ti � t · �(d1)

i
(30)

where d1 = L(t;Ti,Ti+1)�K
�
p
Ti�t

, and that � is the solution to this equation. � is also sometimes

called the normal volatility. When a price is transformed into a volatility in this way, we call
the resulting volatility an implied volatility. Note that we quote the volatilities with day count
convention ACT/365.

2.10 Cap contract

A cap is a contract on a number of consecutive xIBOR rates, that is, for cap with unit notional
we write

Vt(cap(K,S,E)) =
EX

i=S

Vt(caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K)). (31)

Now we notice that since the Bachelier formula gives a one-to-one relationship between volatilities
and price, we could also write Equation 31 as

Vt(cap(K,S,E)) =
EX

i=S

caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K,�i), (32)

where it is implicit that this means the price as given by Equation 30.
In the STIBOR market, the standard caps have maturities from 1Y, 2Y, ..., 10Y, 15Y, 20Y and are
written on the 3M STIBOR rate. The first caplet has already had its STIBOR fixing, so it is
typically not included in the cap. Therefore the first cap contains 3 caplets, the second 7 and so
on. The price is quoted in flat volatilities, meaning that it is the price according to Equation 32
when all �i = �flat, so all implied volatilities are taken to be the same and we denote this by

cap(K,S,E,�flat) =
EX

i=S

caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K,�flat). (33)

2.11 Swaption contract

A swaption is an option written on forward starting swap. In the simplest case the holder of
a payer swaption is given the right to, at time TS enter into a swap with start time TS and
maturity TE with swap rate K. Now, to value this opportunity at time TS we use Equation 17
and get that

VTS (Payer swaption(TS ;TE ,K)) = A(TS ;TS , TE) · (R(TS , TE)�K). (34)

We now want to find a martingale measure for the stochastic forward swap rate R(t;TE). It
seems natural to assume that the annuity measure might be such a a measure. The annuity
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measure Q
A is the measure in which A(t;TS , TE) is a martingale. Note that this measure is

unique since A(t;TS , TE) is a portfolio of bonds and therefore a traded asset. Now by the
expression in Equation 18, we see that R(t;T1, TN ) can be expressed as short the T1-forward
bond and long the TN -forward bond, which would be a self financing portfolio, divided by the
numeraire A(t;TS , TE) which clearly is a martingale in its own measure. We can therefore use
a generalization of Equation 21 and Equation 20 and the same calculations as we did for caplet
contracts to get

Vt(Payer swaption(TS , TE ,K)) = A(t;TS , TE) · EQA

t [max((R(TS , TE)�K) , 0)|Ft] , (35)

and continuing the same arguments as for caplet, we arrive at

Vt(Payer swaption(TS , TE ,K)) = A(t;TS , TE)
h
(R(t;TS , TE)�K)�(d1) + �

p
Ti � t · �(d1)

i

(36)

where d1 = R(t;TS ,TE)�K
�
p
Ti�t

. Swaptions exist with a lot of di↵erent strikes and maturity/tenor

combinations. For most combinations of maturity and tenor, swaptions are only quoted atm,
but for example the (maturity, tenor) 1Y 1Y , 1Y 10Y and 5Y 5Y have strikes that are not atm.

2.12 The volatility cube

We have noted that caplets are not quoted in the STIBOR market, they have to be inferred
from the cap prices. The process of inferring the caplet volatilities is called caplet stripping and
will be discussed in more detail in the method section below. Furthermore, caps are quoted at
di↵erent strikes. In the normal LIBOR market model, we should get the same volatility for every
strike. However, after stripping the implied caplet volatilities from the market, one usually finds
that they are not the same for all strikes with the same maturity. Instead, just as with equity
options, they smile. This observation was first systematically observed by Jarrow, Li and Zhao
[4]. An illustration of a stripped caplet smile can be found in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: 3Y caplet smile at 2019-09-20

To get the market implied price for strike that is not quoted, one could for example do a linear
interpolation. Another approach is to see the smile as an indication that something is missing
from our modelling so far. A common way of modelling a volatility smile is to introduce a
stochastic volatility model, that is, to allow for the volatility to change randomly. An example
of such a model is the SABR model, which will be covered in the next section. When such a
model is calibrated to market volatilities, it can be used to improve hedging at all strikes and
for pricing caplets at strikes that are not quoted. It also naturally allows for extrapolation of
the smile. These strikes can lie both in-between strikes that are quoted and also outside any
quoted strikes, meaning that the model can be used for both interpolation and extrapolation.
So far we have created a volatility surface by stripping out the caplet volatilities for each surface
and interpolating as well as extrapolating in the strike dimension. This completes the caplet
volatility surface. Now, for swaptions, we have another dimension since they contain a strike
dimension, a maturity dimension but also a tenor dimension.
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Figure 2: 5Y 5Y swaption smile at 2019-09-20

For most combinations of maturity and tenor, swaptions are only quoted atm. This means that
a market participant holding swaptions that are not atm need a model to price their positions.
An illustration of a swaption smile can be seen in Figure 2.

2.13 The SABR model

The SABR model is the market standard model for quoting products that need the entire smile to
be priced, and therefore calibrated to. For example products based on CMS (constant maturity
swaps) need to be quoted this way. The model was constructed by Hagan et al [5], whom
also derived asymptotic expansions for the solution of the model. These expansions were later
corrected by Obloj [6]. To accommodate for negative interest rates, a shifted SABR model has
been constructed. The model, with shift b, is given by the following coupled SDE:

(
dF = V (F + b)�dW1

dV = ⌫V dW2,
(37)

where W1, W2 are Brownian motions with corr(dW1, dW2) = ⇢ and F (0) = f , V (0) = ↵, where
F is the forward rate of the underlying contract (swap or caplet). ⌫ is sometimes called the
volvol since it is the volatility of the volatility V . The asymptotic expansions provide closed
form solutions for the volatilities and can be found in the appendix. Given a volatility surface,
we can calibrate the parameters ↵, ⌫ and ⇢. The parameter � is usually chosen globally and not
part of the calibration. Note that in the SABR model, we calibrate the model to each maturity,
and there is no relationship between options at di↵erent maturities. A criticism of the SABR
model, is that even though the idea that the forward rate is a martingale is economically sound,
according to the same argument as we gave above for the LIBOR market model, there is no
reason that the volatility should be a martingale, since it is not tradable [7].
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2.14 Relationship between cap and swaption pricing

The ideas in this section come from Jäckel and Rebonato [8]. In their work they derive this model
for the assumption that the forward rates have lognormal dynamics. In this work we use the
same method but with the assumption of the forward rates following normal dynamics. Assume
that each forward rate have the following dynamics under the annuity measure Q

A,

dLk = O(dt) + �k(atmk)dW
i
, (38)

where atmk indicated the atm strike for Lk. Note that there is a drift term here that comes from
the fact that we are not using the martingale measure of the forward rate Lk. �k(atmk) denotes
the constant caplet volatility for the atm caplet with expiry at Tk. Also note that we make the
assumption that the volatility of the forward rate is constant and equal to the volatility of the
atm strike for the k : th forward rate. Now we express the swap rate as a function of forward
rate in the same way we did in Equation 14 so

R(t;T1, TN ) =
MX

k=1

wk(t)Lk(t). (39)

We now make the assumption that wk(t) is constant, that is we freeze this constant over the
lifetime of the contract and pretend that they are una↵ected by the moves in forward rates.
Applying Ito’s lemma to Equation 39 with constant weights yields

dR(t) =
X

k

@R(t)

@Lk
dLk(t) =

X

k

wk(t)
�
�k(atmk)dW

i +O(dt)
�
, (40)

where we dropped some indices in order to have a more compact notation. Now let< dWj , dWk >=
corrj,kdt. The reason for this slightly awkward notation is that later we will use ⇢ to denote a
variable in the SABR model, and we do want to be able to tell these concepts apart. We know
square both sides of Equation 40 and take the expectation in the annuity measure yields

(�swaption(atm))2 =
X

k

X

j

wkwi�j(atmj)�k(atmk)corrj,k, (41)

where �swaption(atm) denotes the constant swap volatility for the atm swaption. Note that the
drift term disappeared after squaring both sides and taking an expected value, since E[dt] = 0
and dt

2 = 0. If we let corrj,k = corr be constant for all j 6= j and corrj,j = 1, we arrive at

corr =
(�swaption(atm))2 �

P
k w

2
k(�k(atmk))2P

k

P
j wkwj�j(atmj)�k(atmk)I(j 6= k)

, (42)

where I(j 6= k) denotes the indicator function evaluating to 1 when j 6= k and 0 when j = k.

3 Problem formulation

In this report, we are interested in empirically investigating two approaches to building the
volatility cube, that is, building a swaption volatility smile using the atm swaption contract and
the cap market prices. There are several approach suggested in the literature, and we are mostly
interested in Hagan’s approach of lifting the SABR parameters from the caplet with the same
expiry as the swaption and Rebonato and Jäckel’s idea of using the correlation parameter in
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the Libor market model to build a smile. This can be studied empirically because for certain
maturities of the swaptions, we can observe the smile in the market, and we can therefore compare
our modeled smile to the real market smile. Finally, we are interested in studying the correlation
time series resulting from the Rebonato and Jackael model. It is possible that such a time series
could be used as an input in a relative valuation trade between swaptions and caps.

4 Method

The QuantLib library is used to roll out schedules according to a Swedish calendar and to
calculate coverage according to the di↵erent day count conventions [9]. The data set used is
daily data of the swap curve yields from the SEB risk system and daily quoted volatilities for
caps and swaptions contracts. The data processing and calculations are done in Python using
the pandas, numpy and scipy libraries [10] [11] [12]. All of the analysis is done on the STIBOR
market and the yields are interpolated with piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomials
using the function scipy.interpolate.PchipInterpolator.

4.1 Stripping caplet volatilities

We will study two methods for caplet volatility stripping, first introduced by Hagan et al in 2004
[13]. The methods are the method of piecewise constant stripping and piecewise linear stripping.
Both methods start from the same general setup. We are given cap smiles for a set of expiries
Ei 2 E and strikes Kj 2 K. Every maturity has the same set of strikes. We want to assume
some interpolation rule for caplet volatility and fit a set of knot point volatilities that prices the
cap contracts accurately. These knot points are taken to be the maturity of the last caplet in
each forward cap, as well as a knot point at t. Each forward cap fcapi is defined to be

Vt(fcapi(K,S)) = Vt(cap(K,S,Ei+1)� cap(K,S,Ei)) = Vt(cap(K,Ei, Ei+1)), (43)

where this is an exact equality because of the way the contracts are rolled out. The first forward
cap is defined to be equal to the first cap. Note that there is a small discrepancy in the notation
here, since the first caplet of the first caplet does not mature at T = t, but we still for simplicity
let the first knot point be at T = t. For all Kj 2 K we now want to find try to find knot
volatilities for the expirations E0 = t, E1, ..., EN such that, under the chosen interpolation rule,
the forward caps are correctly priced. Denote the knot volatilities by fj = �Ej .

4.1.1 Piecewise constant stripping

One approach is to assume that on each interval [Ei, Ei+1] we have constant caplet volatility.
Since the intervals do not interact with each other, this makes the problem particularly simple,
and we can use a root finding algorithm for each forward cap. Note that in this case we let
fN = fN�1. In this report the root finding is done by using Brent’s method from the function
scipy.optimize.brentq [14].

4.1.2 Piecewise linear stripping

If we instead assume a linear interpolation in volatility structure, we get a global optimization
problem. Note that we have N + 1 knot points and N forward caps, so our solution would be
under-determined and give us an unstable fit. However, to get a more stable fit we choose to use
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this additional flexibility to make the surface smoother, that is solve the approximation problem

min
F=(f0,f1,...,fN )

NX

j=1

wj (Vt(fcapi(market))� Vt(fcapi(F )))2 + �

NX

j=2

(�j � �j�1)
2
. (44)

where the �j denotes the slope of the interpolation on the interval [Ej , Ej�1] and wj , � are
weights. To simplify the notation the dependence on S and K have been left out. Hagan
recommends setting wj = 1/Ej and to choose � = 1e�3 or � = 1e�4 . In this report we set wj =
1/Ej and investigate the best choice of � by looking at flat cap volatility reconstruction errors.
In this report we choose to solve this non-linear least squares problem using the Levenberg �
Marquardt method from the package scipy.optimize.least squares.

4.2 Calibrating the SABR model

Having stripped the caplet volatilities, we now want to calibrate to the volatility smile for each
individual caplet maturity Ti, where i 2 0, N . One approach is to calibrate a SABR model to
each such Tj . Denote the stripped volatility for a strike Kj and maturity Ti by �i,j , and the
STIBOR 3M forward rate by f(t, Ti). That is, we solve the least squares optimization problem

min
↵,⇢,⌫

X

Kj2K
(�i,j � �(↵, ⇢, ⌫,�,Kj , f(t, Ti)))

2
, (45)

where �(↵, ⇢, ⌫,�,Kj , f(Ti)) is the volatility as given by the explicit expansions found in the
appendix. Note that in this report we choose to not use any weighting of the errors. A natural
extension might be to choose weights based on the liquidity of di↵erent strikes, if such data is
available. This non-linear least squares problem is solved using the trust region reflective algorithm

method from the package scipy.optimize.least squares and with the bounds (�1+1e�2)  ⇢ 
(1-1e-2),
1e�3  ⌫ and 0  ↵. This method was chosen because of the simplicity of incorporating bounds
in the numerical solver.

In the negative interest rate environment in which we are fitting the shifted SABR model. This
means we have to choose a value of b such that all forward rates, F , and strikes, K, are such that
b+ F � 0 and K + F � 0. Such a choice is b = 300 bps and it is the choice that is made in this
report. Another important parameter is �. It is noted by several authors that the SABR model
is in fact somewhat over-specified since � and ⇢ have a similar impact on the shape of the smile
[2]. It might therefore be prudent to not fit the parameter but instead setting it exogenously.
Hagan et al suggest a time series approach to setting this parameter, using log-log regression on
the approximation of equation Equation 56 given by

log(�(K)) = log(↵) + � log(f + b). (46)

This way of choosing � was criticized by Hilary in [15], arguing that the historical time series
is very much influenced by ⇢, so that this is not a suitable way of choosing �. Instead, one
could choose � by studying the hedging performance of the SABR model and taking the � that
minimizes hedging losses, meaning that it gives a good approximation to the delta of the option
[16]. Another possible approach is to calibrate the � to minimize the pricing di↵erence of CMS
products. In this report we are not interested in the hedging performance of the SABR model,
so instead we simply let � = 0.5 in all calibrations.
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4.3 Cap flat volatility reconstruction error

In order to study how well the methods can calibrate to the market data, we use the cap flat
volatility reconstruction error. This error is defined to be, for a cap(K,S,E),

Cap flat volatility reconstruction error = |�flat � �sol|, (47)

where �flat is the solution of Equation 33 from the market price of the caps and �sol is the
solution to the equation

EX

i=S

caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K,�reconstructed,i) =
EX

i=S

caplet(Ti, Ti+1,K,�sol). (48)

where �reconstructed,i are the caplet volatilites that result from using the stripped volatilities and
perhaps even the fitted SABR model volatilities in the pricing of the cap.

4.4 Lifting the caplet SABR smile onto swaptions

As mentioned above, we want to complete the swaption cube. That means that we have to build
swaption smiles for all combinations of expiry, Tj , and tenor ,Tt, that we can find. One idea
that is appealing because of the simplicity in implementing it is to take the caplet smile for the
same expiry as the swaption and use the same shape of the smile to build the swaption smile. If
we calibrate a SABR model to the caplet volatilities at Tj and want to use it to build the smile
for a swaption, we can then take the parameters from the SABR model and then recalibrate
the parameter ↵ to the atm volatility for the swaption, where the atm strike is the same as the
forward swap rate. We call this method lifting from parameters.

Another similar approach would be to estimate the atm caplet volatility from the fitted SABR
model, (since it is not quoted in the market) and then take the smallest and highest strike
volatilities. The atm caplet strike at expiry Tj has volatility �(atmj), the lowest quoted strike
K0 has quoted volatility �(K0) and the highest quoted strike K2, then has quoted volatility as
�(K2). We could then lift this skew onto the swaptions by calibrating a SABR model to the
points 8

><

>:

p0 = (R+ (K0 � atmj), �swaption(atm) + (�(K0)� �(atmj)))

p1 = (R,�
swaption(atmj))

p2 = (R+ (K2 � atmj), �swaption(atm) + (�(K2)� �(atmj))

(49)

We call this method lifting from the caplet skew and in principle means that instead of calibrating
to the whole smile, we are only calibrating it to three points in smile.

In order to study the validity of this approach, we will try this approach with swaptions where
the smile is quoted in the market, and look at how the lifted smile visually compares to the
quoted smile.

4.5 Structural model smile construction

The structural model relies on the equations laid out in the structural model section above. In
this report we study a restricted version of this model, in which we let the correlation structure
be constant as in Equation 42, that is we assume that the correlation between any two forward
rates in a swaption is the same. We also assume a flat volatility, so there is no time dependency
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on the volatility.

Having written the swaption volatility as a function of caplet volatilities in Equation 41, and
assumed a constant correlation structure, we need a way to get the volatilities of swaptions with
strikes that are not atm. In this report we assume that a swaption with a certain strike K, where
K � atmswaption = �K has forward rates that are modeled according to

(�swaption(atm+ �K))2 =
X

k

X

j

wkwi�j(atmj + �K)�k(atmk + �K)corr, (50)

so we use the volatilities of the caplets that have the same distance from the atm point.

The caplet smile at each forward rate is taken from the SABR model calibrated to that expiry,
so that we can do both interpolation and extrapolation. This approach to constructing the
smile, assuming constant volatilities, frozen weights and the same constant correlation between
all forward rates involves a lot of approximations. At least the assumption about the correlation
structure and the frozen weights were studied by Rebonato and Jäckel using Monte Carlo
simulation in which they found these approximations to be quite precise [8]. There is also
an advantage in having simpler models rather than models with more parameters, and in this
report the choice is made to chose the simplest approach possible.
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5 Results and discussion

In order to study how our analysis is e↵ected in di↵erent regimes, we have chosen four di↵erent
dates to do our analysis on, taken with 350 business days in-between them. These dates are
22/1-16, 13/6-17, 30/10-18 and 26/3-20. We also note, that when we study the time series over
all days in the data set, there are a few days that allow arbitrage between caps. This is not
surprising considering the high dimensionality (strikes and maturities) of the data set, and lack
of liquidity and/or wide bid-ask spreads probably make most of these arbitrages unattainable
in practice. These days are removed from our results since there is no unique way of stripping
the caplet volatilities. The choice of using piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomials for
interpolating the yield curve seems to lead to a smooth discount curve and minimal oscillation
in the forward rates. This observation is in line with what Hagan and West found in [17], where
they claimed this interpolating technique should have both good local properties and have stable
forward rates.

5.1 Stripping caplet vols

Before stripping the caplet volatilities from the cap contracts at the four dates, we look at the cap
surfaces for the di↵erent dates 22/1-16, 13/6-17, 30/10-18 and 26/3-20. The smiles look quite
di↵erent over time. A general observation is that the shape for di↵erent seems to be resulting
from some quite simple function of two variables where one controls the volatility at lower strike
and one controls the skew. The exception from this is the 1Y cap smile which seems to have
some more structure. For the last two dates the 1Y crosses the 2Y cap and the volatility term
structure is therefore downwards sloping.
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Figure 3: Implied (flat) volatility smiles for cap contracts with maturities up to 10 years.

(a) 22/1-16 (b) 13/6-17

(c) 30/10-18 (d) 26/3-20

5.1.1 Piecewise constant stripping

Piecewise constant stripping is a root-finding exercise and we can get arbitrarily close to reconstructing
the flat cap volatilities given that the solution exists. In the following we look at the volatility
term structure for strikes between �50 bps and 500 bps because in a later section we found that
the higher strikes creates a poor fit for the SABR smile. It is however also true that given the
choice, fewer strikes will be easier to fit. We want to keep all the lower strikes and strikes up to
500 bps for two reasons. The first reason is that we want to price contracts on the banks balance
sheet, and it is reasonable to think that caps with all of those strikes have been bought or sold
during the last 10 years, and might therefore still be on the books. The second reason is that
we do actually have quoted market for all those strikes, and we do want to use that information
when we try to model the swaption volatility surface. The term structure for the four dates is
presented in Figure 4. The cap smiles in figure 3 get stripped into very di↵erent term structures.
Interestingly, at 22/1-16 the surface was humped shaped and then in the later term structures
the front year caplet volatility is higher than the volatility of the second year, which is consistent
with the cap smiles we saw in Figure 3. We also note that the highest strike has quite a large
variation in the implied volatility when the maturity changes.
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Figure 4: Term structure for the stripped caplet implied volatilities when a piecewise constant
volatility is assumed.

(a) 22/1-16 (b) 13/6-17

(c) 30/10-18 (d) 26/3-20

5.2 Piecewise linear stripping

The piecewise linear stripping is more complicated considering that it is a global optimization
problem. It is further complicated by the fact that the two last forward caps have longer tenor,
which means that they will be more valuable than the rest of the cap contracts. Our first problem
is choosing �. It has to be chosen large enough to actually smooth the term structure, but not so
large that the accuracy of reconstructing the cap volatility su↵ers. This choice is arbitrary, and
in this report we make it by looking at volatility stripping for 22/1-16 and choosing � as large as
possible so that the maximum RMSE over a maturity for the cap reconstruction is still less than
1 bps. This lead to choosing � = 1e� 9. This is quite a lot smaller than the value recommended
by Hagan, and this discrepancy might be due to Hagan not having strikes as for atm in his
calibration. As in the previous section we now look at the volatility term structure for strikes
between �50 bps and 500 bps. The term structure for the four dates is presented in Figure 5.
The smoothing is apparent, but problematically it seems to be much more significant at higher
strikes and shorter maturities which leads to significant flat cap volatility reconstruction errors
for shorter expiry caps with high strikes. The reason for this is that we are weighting the slope of
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the volatility term structure and how close we match the price of the forward cap. For the high
strike short maturity forward caps, this means that the optimization favors a smooth surface over
a correct price. However, for lower strikes one has the opposite problem. This calls into question
if setting the value of � globally is a good idea, maybe it has to be set depending on the strike.
We also note that di↵erent term structures are not equally hard to fit with a piecewise linear
stripping. The upwards sloping term structure for strike 500 at 22/1-2016 is for example much
easier to fit then the first downward sloping then immediately upward sloping term structure at
30/10-18. Quantitatively, in Table 1, we can see that the cap reconstruction error can become
very large for certain shapes of the cap volatilties, and that the error is primarily in the front end
of the curve. Another problem is that the fitting is quite computationally expensive compared
to the constant stripping. As a result of this, in the rest of the report we focus on fitting smiles
resulting from constant stripped caplet volatilities.

Figure 5: Term structure for the stripped caplet implied volatilities when a piecewise linear
volatility is assumed.

(a) 22/1-16 (b) 13/6-17

(c) 30/10-18 (d) 26/3-20
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Table 1: RMSE (in bps) when reconstructing flat cap volatility from the piecewise linear
volatilities when � = 1e� 9

Cap maturity 22/1-16 13/6-17 30/10-18 26/3-20
1Y 0.89 2.28 8.24 12.9
2Y 2.7e� 4 1.16e� 2 0.05 0.58
3Y 2.28e� 5 1.51e� 4 4.32e� 5 2.33e� 3
4Y 6.86e� 6 1.51e� 5 4.48e� 5 1.58e� 4
5Y 3.19e� 6 4.37e� 6 1.52e� 5 3.47e� 5
6Y 1.87e� 6 2.04e� 6 8.32e� 6 1.36e� 5
7Y 1.26e� 6 1.21e� 6 5.53e� 6 7.14e� 6
8Y 9.10e� 7 8.22e� 7 4.05e� 5 4.32e� 6
9Y 6.99e� 7 6.16e� 7 3.16e� 5 2.94e� 6
10Y 5.61e� 7 4.88e� 7 2.58e� 6 2.14e� 6
15Y 2.68e� 7 2.33e� 7 1.28e� 6 8.08e� 7
20Y 1.74e� 7 1.52e� 7 8.39e� 7 4.61e� 7

5.3 Calibrating the SABR model

The caplet volatilities are stripped using the piecewise constant method and then the SABR
model is calibrated to these stripped volatilities. When all strikes, including the 700 bps and
1000 bps where included the cap flat volatility reconstruction error was increased considerably
and this also made the fit for low strikes worse. For this reason these strikes were excluded in the
following calibrations. There were 17 strikes included in the calibration, ranging from �50 bps

to 500 bps. s explained in subsection 4.3, the flat cap volatility error is calculated by pricing
the di↵erent caps from the caplet volatilities generated by the SABR model when the model
fitted to the stripped volatilities. We then compare this price (in terms of flat volatility) with
the market price flat volatility. A When studying the cap flat volatility reconstruction error as
seen in Table 2 it is clear that the caps from 4Y to 10Y are easiest to reconstruct and that the
biggest errors are in the long end caps and short end caps. We also notice that the model does
not do an equally good job at fitting the market every day, but that the size of largest error is
never concerning, considering the bid-ask spread. This means that one probably could use this
model for pricing caps at non-quoted strikes, at least at these four dates.
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Table 2: RMSE (in bps) when reconstructing flat cap volatility from SABR smiles resulting from
the piece-wise constant volatilities

Cap maturity 22/1-16 13/6-17 30/10-18 26/3-20
1Y 0.72 0.73 0.81 0.99
2Y 0.48 0.56 0.82 0.69
3Y 0.55 0.44 0.46 0.47
4Y 0.54 0.30 0.33 0.37
5Y 0.50 0.16 0.25 0.30
6Y 0.39 0.12 0.21 0.25
7Y 0.34 0.09 0.16 0.20
8Y 0.29 0.07 0.13 0.19
9Y 0.26 0.08 0.12 0.16
10Y 0.25 0.10 0.09 0.15
15Y 0.30 0.34 0.12 0.16
20Y 0.41 0.72 0.40 0.15

Having presented the reconstruction errors it can be interesting to study the qualitative fit to
the smile. As an example, let us again consider 22/1�2016. The calibration is done in volatility
space using bps units, so the units of ↵ should be interpreted in such units. For the qualitative
smiles at the other four dates, please see the appendix. In Figure 6, and in the corresponding
plots for the other dates found in the appendix, we have plotted the stripped volatilities we are
trying to fit to and the SABR smile resulting from the least squares fitting procedure. This is
done for the 1Y caplet, the 2Y caplet, the 5Y caplet and the 10Y caplet. The atm volatility
is indicated by an arrow. The smiles fit the data quite well. The 1Y smile has the volatility
strictly increasing as a function of strike. It is the only smile with a positive ⇢ parameter. The
⌫ parameter is largest in the two caplets with shorter maturity, indicating that the convexity of
the smile decreases with longer maturity.
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Figure 6: Caplet SABR smiles at 22/1-16. b = 300 bps and � = 0.5

(a) 1Y ↵ = 2.95, ⇢ = 0.23, ⌫ = 0.51 (b) 2Y ↵ = 3.82, ⇢ = �0.19, ⌫ = 0.56

(c) 5Y ↵ = 3.79, ⇢ = �0.21, ⌫ = 0.46 (d) 10Y ↵ = 3.29, ⇢ = �0.20, ⌫ = 0.37

Finally, we study the term structure of the model parameters ↵, ⇢ and ⌫. This can be seen in
Figure 7. The crosses in the figure marks the individual caplets that we calibrate to. Interestingly
the ↵ parameter is humped shaped at all of the dates. There is generally not much variation in
the parameters between the dates, indicating that the hedging performance might be good. That
is, the model describes an evolution of the volatility surface that is close to the true evolution.
We see that the within the forward caps the ⇢ parameter increases, which it does due to the
forward rate generally increasing as a function of maturity. To compensate this, ⇢ has to be
higher to achieve a good fit to the smile.
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Figure 7: Term structure of the SABR model parameters for the four di↵erent dates.

(a) 22/1-16 (b) 13/6-17

(c) 30/10-18 (d) 26/3-20

5.4 Lifting the caplet SABR smile onto swaptions

The result of lifting the 1Y caplet SABR smile onto the 1Y 1Y swaption is presented in Figure 8.
The swaption has market volatility quoted atm in the range atm�200 bps to atm+200 bps. The
atm swaption volatility is indicated by an arrow. The swaption smile has a visually quite di↵erent
structure at the di↵erent dates, indicating that building it from a model with few free parameters
such as SABR might be di�cult. Furthermore, the smile is much steeper than the caplet smile
at all of the dates, giving us a poor fit. The smiles resulting from lifting the parameters of the
SABR model and calibrating ↵ to the atm volatility, and lifting the skew and fitting a SABR
model is similar. The reason they are di↵erent is the way the fitting is done, where the lifting
of skew only utilizes two caplet volatilities and uses the atm volatility from the SABR model.
Since the SABR model does not hit the highest and lowest strike, there is a di↵erence in fit
between these two approaches. The di↵erence in the constructed smiles is made bigger if the
atm caplet strike is close to the smallest strike. This is actually indicative of another problem
when trying this approach. The caplet smile might be quite unbalanced and have for example
a lot fewer strikes that are lower than the atm strike. This means that when we lift the smile,
the lifted smile is mainly extrapolated. In general the resulting smile from using the parameters
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from fitting the SABR model to the caplet volatilities should be more stable than relying on only
3 strikes

This indicates that the market believes that the volatility of the forward swap rate increases
a lot more than the volatility of the caplet forward rate given an increase in the forward swap
rate respectively the forward rate. This seems like a consistent trend at all of the dates. This
means that the answer to the question if the SABR smile of the caplet with the same expiry
as the swaption with 1Y 1Y maturity is informative for creating the swaption smile is negative.
The author of this report believes that this might generally be true for short expiries, where the
options trend more on gamma risk than on vega risk. The lifting from the 5Y caplet onto the

Figure 8: Lifted smiles for the 1Y 1Y swaption

(a) 22/1-16 (b) 13/6-17

(c) 30/10-18 (d) 26/3-20

5Y 5Y swaption is shown Figure 9. The most striking di↵erence between the lifted smile and
the market smile is seen at 22/1-2016 where the caplet volatility increases as a function of the
distance from the atm strike, producing a symmetric smile, while the swaption smile is simply
an increasing function of strike. Generally the swaption smile has become less steep for the more
recent dates, and also more quadrtic and not as linear. There is an indication that the caplet
smile might contain some information about the swaption smile, but it is not obvious that it is
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indeed the case, particularly when keeping the resulting lifted smile from 22/1-2016 in mind.

Figure 9: Lifted smiles for the 5Y 5Y swaption

(a) 22/1-16 (b) 13/6-17

(c) 30/10-18 (d) 26/3-20

5.5 Structural model smile construction

The smiles resulting from the smile construction using the structural model can be seen in figure
Figure 10 and Figure 11. These smiles can be thought of as some kind of weighted average of
the caplet smiles at the forward rates included in the swaption. This means that they to a large
degree su↵er from the same problems as the SABR smiles, meaning that the number of strikes
over and under the money can be unbalanced and there therefore has to be a lot of interpolation
done. On the other hand these smiles rely on information from more caplet expiries, which
means the the constructed smiles should be more robust. Also, the approximation of freezing
the weights is only valid close to the atm strike, so in general the smile should not be trusted far
from the atm strike.
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Figure 10: Structural model smiles for 1Y 1Y

(a) 22/1-16, corr = 0.61 (b) 13/6-17, corr = 0.88

(c) 30/10-18, corr = 0.73 (d) 26/3-20, corr = 0.86
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Figure 11: Structural model smiles for the 5Y 5Y swaption

(a) 22/1-16, corr = 0.78 (b) 13/6-17, corr = 0.72

(c) 30/10-18, corr = 0.84 (d) 26/3-20, corr = 0.90
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5.6 Time series of implied correlation

In this section we present the result of how the correlation implied from the structural model
changed over the data set. The correlation implied from the caplet volatilities and the 1Y 1Y
swaption can be seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The blue line is the spot correlation and the
orange line is a 5 day moving average of the daily spot correlation. Both time series looks visually
to be mean reverting, which is to be expected if we are actually measuring the market implied
view of the correlation of the forward rates. The 1Y 1Y implied correlation has a wider range and
is sometimes quite a lot greater than 1. This could either represent a good trading opportunity,
selling the swaption and the 1Y cap and buying the 2Y cap or alternatively be due to our model
not accurately representing the dynamics of the market. A scenario in which our model breaks
down is if the market expects a lot of the volatility to happen at the same time, instead of being
the same over the entire period of the contract. This expectation would also be consistent with
the swaption having a steeper smile than the caplet. The 5Y 5Y implied correlation is much
more stable and seems to fluctuate around 0.8. A reason why it is more stable is probably that
the correlation is derived from the weighted average of a lot more caplet volatilties. It should
presumably also be viewed as an indication that the longer expiry swaption and cap contracts
move their implied volatilities in a tighter range than the short expiry contracts. Finally, it
would be very interesting to see if these numbers are useful in trading these contracts, but due
to time constraints this was left as future work.

Figure 12: The implied correlation time series of implied from the caplet volatilities and the
1Y 1Y swaption, and a smoothed version taking a 5 day moving average.
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Figure 13: The implied correlation time series of implied from the caplet volatilities and the
5Y 5Y swaption, and a smoothed version taking a 5 day moving average.

6 Conclusion

We have found that the stripping of constant caplet volatilities in conjunction with the SABR
model can be well calibrated to the market prices of the cap contracts. An interesting additional
thing to study would be look into if the smiles are arbitrage free, and if not to apply some method
to build an arbitrage free SABR smile. The term structure of the caplet volatilities has gone
from being initially upward sloping and humped shaped to initially downward sloping. The term
structure of the SABR parameters seems to have been quite stable over the time period. Linearly
stripping the caplet volatilities with some smoothing term seems to generate large errors in the
front end of the curve. The lifting of smiles from caplets onto swaptions using the SABR model
does not seem to be a valid approach, especially for shorter expiries. For longer expiries it seems
like it might be an acceptable approach, but some other approach might be preferable. Finally
the correlation time series are quite interesting and might contain some information that could
be exploited by a trader.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Explicit formulas for normal volatilites from the SABR model

The equations in this section are borrowed from Le Floch and Kennedy [18]. For f = F (t) 6=
K, � 2 (0, 1) we have
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and for v ⇡ 0
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Finally for the atm strike, that is f = K, we have
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7.2 Qualitative plot of SABR vs stripped volatilities

Figure 14 contains an illustration of how the term structure is when using the volatilities from the
best fitting SABR model at each caplet expiry and strike. The stripped volatilities are presented
as dots and the calibrated SABR volatilities as crosses. Clearly there is not big di↵erence from a
qualitative perspective, which is to be expected since the cap flat volatility reconstruction error
was low at each maturity.

Figure 14: Calibrated SABR term structure vs term structure for the stripped caplet implied
volatilities when a piecewise linear volatility is assumed.

(a) 22/1-16 (b) 13/6-17

(c) 30/10-18 (d) 26/3-20
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7.3 Caplet smiles

Figure 15: SABR smiles at 13/6-17. b = 300bps and � = 0.5.

(a) 1Y ↵ = 2.15, ⇢ = 0.85, ⌫ = 0.25 (b) 2Y ↵ = 2.98, ⇢ = 0.17, ⌫ = 0.26

(c) 5Y ↵ = 3.91, ⇢ = �0.12, ⌫ = 0.22 (d) 10Y ↵ = 3.37, ⇢ = �0.14, ⌫ = 0.24
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Figure 16: SABR smiles at 30/10-18. b = 300bps and � = 0.5

(a) 1Y ↵ = 1.94, ⇢ = 0.44, ⌫ = 0.28 (b) 2Y ↵ = 2.69, ⇢ = 0.21, ⌫ = 0.22

(c) 5Y ↵ = 3.44, ⇢ = 0.01, ⌫ = 0.17 (d) 10Y ↵ = 3.15, ⇢ = �0.21, ⌫ = 0.17
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Figure 17: SABR smiles at 26/3-20. b = 300bps and � = 0.5

(a) 1Y ↵ = 1.78, ⇢ = 0.42, ⌫ = 0.26 (b) 2Y ↵ = 2.13, ⇢ = 0.31, ⌫ = 0.24

(c) 5Y ↵ =2.99, ⇢ = 0.16, ⌫ = 0.19 (d) 10Y ↵ = 2.99, ⇢ = 0.02, ⌫ = 0.20
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